Directions to
Forbion Capital Partners
Gooimeer 2-35
1411 DC Naarden
The Netherlands
t +31 35 699 30 00
f +31 35 699 30 01
Our office is located just off Highway A1,
at Gooimeer-Noord, Naarden.

Exit Naarden Vesting
Exit 6
A1 / E231
From
Schiphol/Amsterdam

Exit 6
Exit Naarden Vesting
A1 / E231
From Amersfoort

A27
From Utrecht

Directions by Car
From Amersfoort
- Follow Highway A1 in the direction of Amsterdam.
- Take the Naarden Vesting exit number 6.
- At the end of de Naarden Vesting exit, turn right and
take the first turning on the left. This is Gooimeer Noord.
- After passing the Toyota garage on your right,
turn left into “Gooimeer 2”.
- You can either park on the left at one of our parking
spots, or at one of the parking spots without a name.
From Schiphol/Amsterdam
- From Highway A10 (the Ring Amsterdam) take
Highway A1 in the direction of Amersfoort.
- Take the Naarden Vesting exit number 6.
- When you reach the end of the exit, turn left, pass
under the highway and take the first turning on
the left. This is Gooimeer Noord.
- After passing the Toyota garage on your right, turn
left into “Gooimeer 2”.
- You can either park on the left at one of our parking
spots, or at one of the parking spots without a name.

From Utrecht
- Follow Highway A27 in the direction of Hilversum
and Almere.
- From the A27, take the Amsterdam/Amersfoort
exit (Highway A1)
- Follow Highway A1 in the direction of Amsterdam.
- Take the Naarden Vesting exit number 6.
- At the end of the Naarden Vesting exit, turn right and
take the first turning on the left. This is Gooimeer Noord.
- After passing the Toyota garage on your right,
turn left into “Gooimeer 2”.
- You can either park on the left at one of our parking
spots, or at one of the parking spots without a name.
The numbers of the Forbion parking spots are 26 to
34, 214, 215, 216, 222 and 223.

Directions by public transport:
By Train / Bus
- Get of the train at the Naarden-Bussum Station.
- From there, take bus number 110 in the direction of
Weesp.
- Get of at the stop called “lJsselmeerweg”.
- Our office is situated on the opposite side of the road
(see the sign at your left side “Gooimeer 2”)
For your convenience, we recommend taking
a taxi from NS-station Naarden-Bussum to our office.

